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Abstract
In this paper, a zero-defect acceptance sampling with rectification is used to evaluate the 
quality of spatial database. In such case, quadrats are the area sampling frames and the 
optimum sample size to be extracted in a digital file generated from a conversion process; 
the size of the team of inspectors is determined so as to satisfy economic criteria. For the 
implementation, a program was developed using the software Matlab and it is available for 
readers in the Appendix. The proposed procedure is illustrated by the application to digital 
data on the water distribution network.
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Introduction
Consider a situation in which a digital file is generated by a conversion process (for example, 

printed documents/maps are converted to a digital file). This file will be used in a geographical 
information application and it is necessary to evaluate if the specifications stated by the user 
are met (for example: specification limits and restrictions for spatial features, attribute values 
and other relevant aspects). Evaluating the quality of digital products is not an easy task and 
different aspects of the quality of a database have been discussed in the literature. 
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Quality is commonly used to indicate the superiority of a manufactured good or as the 

degree of excellence of a product, service or performance. Usually in manufacturing, quality 

may be stated as a desirable goal to be achieved by management and by the control of the 

production process (by control charts, for example). Similarly, these same issues seem to 

be easily extended or adapted to evaluate the quality of databases, since a database can 

be viewed as the result of a production process, and the reliability of the process imparts 

value and utility to the database. The urgency for such task in database may be justified 

by the increase of:

•	 Data	production	in	private	sectors,	where	there	are	no	required	quality	standards.	

In contrast, production of data by national mapping agencies (e.g., US Geological 

Survey; British Ordnance Survey) has long been required to conform to national 

accuracy standards (i.e., mandated quality control);

•	 The	use	of	geographic	information	system	(GIS)	for	decision	support,	such	that	the	

implications of using low-quality data are becoming more widespread; and

•	 Reliance	 on	 secondary	 data	 sources	 due	 to	 the	 development	 of	 the	 Internet,	 data	

translators and data transfer standards. Thus, poor-quality data are ever easier to get.

In manufacturing, the dimensions to be controlled may be easily identified and usually 

classified into two main groups: attributes or variables. In data quality, users face this 

challenge: what are the dimensions of geographical data quality since features of the real 

world represented by objects, points, lines, polygons or areas in the database (for example, 

rivers or roads are represented by lines). According to Veregin (1999), the conventional 

view is that geographical data is “spatial”. The terms “geographical data” and “spatial 

data” have been used interchangeably. However, this approach is not adequate since it 

ignores the inherent coupling of space and time (geographical entities are actually events 

unfolding over space and time) and geography is really about theme, not space. Space 

(or space-time) is just the framework inside which theme is measured. In the absence of 

theme, only geometry is present. So a better definition of geographical data may include 

the three dimensions: space, time and theme (where-when-what). These three dimensions 

are the basis for all geographical observation (Berry, 1993; Sinton, 1978) and data quality 

must concern several components (accuracy; precision; consistency; completeness). A 

brief description of the components and their contexts in the dimensions of theme, space 

and time follows (see Veregin, 1999);

•	 Accuracy	 is	 the	opposite	of	error	 (a	discrepancy	between	the	encoded	and	actual	

value of a particular attribute for a given entity) and its definition is based on the 

entity-attribute-value model (Entities = real-world phenomena; attribute = relevant 

property and values = quantitative/qualitative measurements). Specifically, 

1. Thematic accuracy is the accuracy of attribute values encoded in a database; 

2. Temporal accuracy is the agreement between the encoded and “actual” 

temporal coordinates for an entity; and
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3. Spatial accuracy is the accuracy of the spatial component of the database. 

•	 Precision	 (or	 resolution)	 refers	 to	 the	 amount	 of	 detail	 that	 can	 be	 discerned	 in	

space, time or theme. So,

1. Spatial resolution is well defined in the context of raster data where it refers to 

the linear dimension of a cell;

2. Temporal resolution is length (temporal duration) of the sampling interval and 

distinct from temporal sampling rate; and 

3. Thematic resolution refers to the precision of the measurements or categories 

for a particular theme.

•	 Consistency	refers	to	the	absence	of	apparent	contradictions	in	a	database;	it	 is	a	

measure of the internal validity of a database, and is assessed using information 

that is contained within the database. In this sense, 

1. Spatial consistency includes topological consistency, or conformance to 

topological rules;

2. Temporal consistency is related to temporal topology, e.g., the constraint that 

only one event can occur at a given location at a given time; and

3. Thematic consistency refers to the lack of contradictions in redundant thematic 

attributes.

•	 Completeness	refers	to	the	lack	of	errors	of	omission	in	a	database.	It	is	assessed	with	

regard to the database specification, which defines the desired degree of generalization 

and abstraction (selective omission). Two types of completeness are known:

1. “Data completeness” is a measurable error of omission observed between the 

database and the specification. Even highly generalized databases can be “data 

complete” if they contain all of the objects described in the specification; and

2. “Model completeness” refers to the agreement between the database 

specification and the “abstract universe” that is required for a particular 

database application. A database is “model complete” if its specification is 

appropriate for a given application. 

Many papers on database quality have been published. Some of these are worth 

mentioning. For example, Reingruber and Gregory (1994), Chengalur-Smith, 

Ballou and Pazer (1999) have pointed out the influence of database quality on the decision 

process. Tools to control graphic objects in a quality evaluation database process are the 

topic of some studies, such as Brush, Hoadley and Saperstein (1990), Leung and Yang 

(1998), Shi and Liu (2000) and Veregin (1999 and 2000), for example. Couclelis (1992), 

Nugent (1995), Liu, Shi and Tong (1999), among others, have dealt with aspects related to 

the process of database development.

Similar to a manufacturing process, a sample of database is randomly selected using 

a frame for area sampling. In spatial data, the quadrat has been the most common frame 

employed. Each sampling unit is evaluated to verify if it satisfies the specifications previously 
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stated. Managers first chose a rule to decide if the database meets the specifications or 

not. In this paper we will consider the following sampling scheme:

1. Consider an area covered by T sheets in a fixed scale. Each sheet could be 

divided into N independent quadrats [see: Kish (1965); Shaw and Wheeler 

(1985)] of a fixed size and format (in our case, a square);

2. A random sample of m < N quadrats is extracted from each sheet; 

3. Each quadrat is examined separately by a team of r inspectors (it is supposed 

that they perform similarly). Each inspector may classify the examined quadrat 

as conforming or non-conforming (after the inspection, r classifications are 

assigned to each quadrat);

4. A quadrat is finally declared conforming if a > 0.5 r, (that is, more than half 

in r inspections classify the quadrat as conforming), where a is the number of 

times an examined quadrat is classified as conforming; otherwise, the quadrat 

is declared non-conforming; and

5. If all m sampled quadrats (in each file) are declared conforming, then the 

related sheet is accepted; otherwise, all N quadrats of the sheet are inspected, 

corrected and then the file of the examined sheet is accepted. 

Figure 1 illustrates the described sampling procedure. Such sampling scheme is known 

as zero-defect sampling scheme with rectification in the presence of classification errors 

and repetitive classifications. This type of scheme is usually used to evaluate high quality 

manufactured processes by attributes. In manufactured processes, lots are evaluated 

instead of sheets and items or products are examined instead of files related to the quadrats. 

The above proposal can be viewed as extensions of some papers: for example, in Quinino, 

Ho and Suyama (2005), the authors discuss a similar problem, but the sampled items were 

examined only by a single inspector (r = 1); in Anderson, Greenberg and Stokes (2001), 

acceptance sampling with rectification and inspection errors are presented, but the 

authors do not include the use of repetitive testing; in Markowski and Markowski (2002), 

the authors considered acceptance sampling with misclassification errors, but not a 

zero-defect sampling with rectification. In Greenberg and Stokes (1995), the authors 

introduced repetitive testing in the presence of inspection errors, but not for a zero-defect 

sampling with rectification; in Greenberg and Stokes (1992) and Hahn (1986), estimators 

of nonconformance rates after zero defect sampling with rectification are presented, but 

the authors do not consider the possibility of inspection errors. (regarding inspection 

errors, a good review is found in Johnson, Kotz and Wu (1991)).

In this paper, the problem consists in determining two parameters: sample size m 

(number of quadrats to be sampled) and size r of the inspection team (number of inspectors 

needed) so that both (r and m) minimize a cost function. The components of such function 

include the cost to inspect a quadrat; the costs due to the presence of non-conforming 

quadrats in subsets of files in accepted sheets and the costs due to classification errors. 
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We introduce the notation and hypotheses considered in this paper in the next section. 
The expected cost function and the proposed procedure  illustrated by a numerical 
example are the subjects of the two following sections. The last section with discussions 
and extensions in future works close this paper 

Notation and Hypotheses
Consider an area covered by a sheet. This sheet can be divided in N independent quadrats of 

a fixed format and size. A random sample of m quadrats is selected. Consider the following:
D - is a binomial random variable with parameters N and p. It denotes the number of 

non-conforming quadrats in a file; p is the probability of a quadrat to be non-conforming. 
The value of p is equal to zero with probability (1 – π). This family of distribution is flexible 
enough to fit well distributions related to the quality of a lot with an appropriate choice 
of the probability 1 – π, allowing a simple interpretation and leading to a simple theory 
(Hald, 1981). 

 D1 → denotes the number of non-conforming quadrats in m sampled quadrats;
 D2 → is the number of non-conforming quadrats in (N – m) non-sampled quadrats;
 D = D1 + D2 → is the total of non-conforming quadrats in a file;
 e1 → is the probability to classify a conforming quadrat as non-conforming;
 e2 → is the probability to classify a non-conforming quadrat as conforming;
 e1

*→ is the probability to declare a conforming quadrat as non-conforming (after 
being examined by r inspectors);

Sheet of n quadrats

m quadrats are sampled

Team classifies quadrats

Zero-defects

Sheet is 
accepted

No

Yes

100% inspected non-
conforming quadrats are

rectified

Figure 1 - Acceptance sampling: zero defect with rectification.
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 e2
* → is the probability to declare a non-conforming quadrat as conforming (after 

being examined by r inspectors);
 ci → is the cost to inspect a quadrat;
 cnc_c → is the cost to classify a non-conforming quadrat as conforming;
 c c_nc→ is the cost to classify a conforming quadrat as non-conforming;
 Y1 → is the number of quadrats declared non-conforming in a sample of m quadrats;
 Y2 → is the number of quadrats declared non-conforming in (N – m) non-sampled 

quadrats when they are inspected (if Y1 >0);
 Y = Y1 + Y2 → is the total of quadrats declared non-conforming in a file;
 r → is the number of inspectors (the team of inspectors); and
 D1|D → denotes the conditional distribution of D1 on D and assumes a hypergeometric 

distribution (m, D, N).

Cost Function
In this section an expected cost function (Em) is developed employing the notations and 

hypotheses presented in the earlier section. The expected cost function is compounded by 
three parts. The first one (denoted by Em

(1)) is related to the cost to inspect m quadrats and 
the possibility to inspect the (N – m) non-sampled quadrats (this component is conditioned 
by the event (Y1 > 0), that is, when at least one of the m sampled quadrats is declared 
non-conforming) and it can be expressed as:

E c mr c r N m P Ym i i
( ) ( ) ( )1

1 0        = + - >   (1)

The second part (Em
(2)) is related to the cost of misclassifications of non-conforming 

quadrats classified as conforming ones. Figure 2 illustrates the possibilities of this event. 
So,

E c E I D c E e Im nc c Y nc c Y
( )

_ ( ) _
*

([ ] [2
0 21

                    = +=  11 0> ) ]  D  (2)

In which I[•]	denotes the indicator function and E(•),	the	expected	value	of	the	random	
variable.

And the last part (Em
(3)) is related to the costs of misclassifications of conforming 

quadrats as non-conforming. In this case, all quadrats are inspected and there is the 
possibility of quadrats being rectified unnecessarily; this cost may be written as

E c e E I N Dm c nc Y
( )

_
*

( )[ ( )]3
1 01

           = -> 
 (3)

Summing up (3.1, 3.2 and 3.3), the expected cost function is:

E E E Em m m m= + +( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3  (4)

where:
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Figure 2 - Number of non-conforming quadrats when the file is accepted or rejected.

Numerical Example
The numerical example described in this section is based on the application to digital 

data on the water distribution network of São Paulo City, Brazil. Some layers are studied 
in these digital data. In GIS sense, layer is a usable subdivision of a dataset, generally 
containing objects of certain classes (for example, rivers, roads or geology). The GIS 
software use that layers to process the superimposing of two or more maps (an overlay 
procedure), in a layer format, through registration to a common co-ordinate system, such 
that the resultant layer contains the data from both layers for selected features. Figure 3 
shows an example of the layers.
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One layer of interest was the block drafts, and the user wants to verify if the   
presence/ absence of block drafts is correctly located or not. The area is covered by 
sheets and each one is made up by N = 5 thousand quadrats. They will be inspected by a 
zero-defect with rectification procedure and the inspection consists of checking visually 
the presence or absence of block drafts on the screen or in each plot. In this scenario, 
misclassifications are likely to occur and ideally one should design a sample plan that 
employs the procedure described in the previous sections. The following parameters of the 
process are considered:

π = 0.1; p = 0.05; e
1
 = e

2
 = 0.0015;

and the costs:

c
i
 = $ 1, c

nc_c
 = $ 300 and c

c_nc
 = $ 500.

The problem is to find the optimal design: the sample size (the value of m) and the 
size of the team of inspectors (the value of r) that minimize the expected cost function. 
A program was developed in Matlab for such purpose (see the Appendix). The program 
provides the optimal parameters: (m = 91 quadrats and r = 3 inspectors). Such a plan results 
in the expected cost of $ 1,810.80. However, if only a single inspector performed the task, a 
sample of 61 quadrats would be required and the expected cost increases to $ 1,865.30 (this 
value is 3% higher than the previous one). Figure 4 presents the expected cost function 

Figure 3 - Example of some layers used in GIS database (adapted from: Burrough, 1986).

Cadastral

Topography

Topology

Combined

Map
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Figure 4 - Cost versus size of inspector team.

versus the sample size m given the number of inspectors (r). Note that the use of a team of 

two inspectors would not be recommended. It would generate a cost 2.3 times greater than 

the optimal policy due to the fact that the quadrat will only be declared conforming if both 

inspectors classify it as such.

Conclusions
This study illustrates the use of the procedure of zero-defect sampling with rectification 

in the presence of classification errors to evaluate the quality of a database. It is worth 

pointing out that misclassification errors have significant impact in determining the 

optimum sample size in a zero-defect with rectification procedure. As illustrated in this 

study, even small errors such as e1 = e2 = 0.0015, used in the numerical example, can 

alter significantly the value of the optimum sample size m (m0). And in the presence of 

diagnosis errors, a single inspector is not the optimum design. The visual examination 

of the presence or absence of block drafts is not as error-free task and, in this sense, it is 

important to incorporate errors in the modeling in an economic perspective. Guessing the 

optimum parameters (the sample size and the size of the team) that may minimize a cost 

function is not easy, so it is advisable to run the program available in the appendix so as to 

draw adequately a zero-defect sampling plan.
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This study can be further developed in many directions. One of them is to change the 

initial criteria in the sampling inspection for a limit other than zero defects, that is, k > 0 

since a lot may be accepted if the initial sampling contains at most k > 0 non-conforming 

items, mainly in non high quality processes. In this study, the criteria chosen to declare 

a quadrat conforming were more than half in r inspections. Another possibility is to set 

a criterion that yields a minimum cost. In that case, the set of parameters is: the sample 

size, the size of the team to make the inspection and the criteria to declare an examined 

quadrat conforming. 
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Appendix
This program was developed to design a zero-defect sampling with rectification procedure 

in the presence of classification errors: an application to database with spatial data.
% Declaring global variables
clear Custo prob Um Custo0 r CustoVetor
c0 = 1; %cost of inspection
c1 = 300; % cost to classify a non-conforming quadrat as conforming
c2 = 500; % cost to classify a conforming quadrat as non-conforming
pi = 0.1;
f  = 0.05; % the probability p
N = 5000;
e1 = 0.0015;
e2 = 0.0015;
mmax = 100;
rmax = 5;
Custo0 = 1000000;
Custo = zeros(mmax,rmax);
CustoVetor = zeros((mmax*rmax),3);
Conta = 0;
for r = 1:rmax
e1Novo = binocdf((r/2),r,1-e1);
e2Novo = 1 - binocdf((r/2),r,e2);
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for m = 1:mmax

clc;

mr = [m, r];

s1 = 0;

s2 = 0;

s3 = 0;

tbinom = binopdf(0:1:N,linspace(N, N, N + 1),linspace(f, f, N + 1));

for D = 0:N

minimo = min (m, D);

D1 = 0:1:minimo;

thiper = tbinom(D + 1)*hygepdf (D1,linspace(N, N, minimo + 1),linspace (D, D, minimo 

+ 1), linspace (m, m, minimo + 1));

s1 = s1 + sum(thiper.*(1-(1-e1Novo).^(m-D1).*e2Novo.^D1).*D1);

s2 = s2 + sum(thiper.*(1-(1-e1Novo).^(m-D1).*e2Novo.^D1));

s3 = s3 + sum(thiper.*(1-e1Novo).^(m-D1).*e2Novo.^D1);

end

Um = 1-(pi*s3+(1-e1Novo)^m*(1-pi));

Custo(m, r) = c0*m*r + c0*r*(N-m)*Um + c1*pi*N*f - c1*(1-e2Novo)*pi*s1 - c1*(1-

e2Novo)*pi*(N - m)*f*s2 + c2*N*e1Novo*Um - c2*e1Novo*pi*s1 - c2*e1Novo*pi*(N-

m)*f*s2;

prob(m,r) = Um;

z = m;

Conta = Conta+1;

CustoVetor(Conta,1) = r;

CustoVetor(Conta,2) = m;

CustoVetor(Conta,3) = Custo(m,r);

if (Custo(m,r) < Custo0)

Custo0 = Custo(m,r);

m0 = m;

r0 = r;

end

end

end 

fprintf (‘ r m Custo \n’)

CustoVetor

fprintf (minimum Cost: %6.2f \n\n’,Custo0)

fprintf (‘Optimum m = %3.0f, com r = %2.0f\n’,m0, r0)






